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Thermodynamics of local DNA openings

Tomasz Lipniacki*
Institute of Fundamental Technological Research, S´wiȩtokrzyska Street 21, 00-049 Warsaw, Poland

~Received 11 July 2001; published 29 October 2001!

A mechanism connecting the local untwisting and opening of DNA double helix is proposed. The presented
thermodynamical approach is based on two models: the Peyrard-Bishop model that describes the denaturation
of DNA due to thermal fluctuations and the model developed by the author describing solitary torsional waves,
which propagate along the DNA molecule forced by advancing RNA polymerase. The torsional wave implies
that the DNA untwists locally causing a local decrease in the stacking interaction between adjacent base pairs.
Molecular dynamics simulations have shown that thermal fluctuations~which are too small at physiological
temperatures to denaturate the twisted DNA! may lead to the formation of a denaturation bubble placed in the
untwisted region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The basic form of DNA is a double helix, consisting
two sugar-phosphate backbones and a base pairs chai
side. Since the four bases composing DNA are hydropho
substances, they tend to stay together, rather than let
surrounding water fill gaps between them. If the adjac
base pairs in the sequence are in contact, the distance
tween their centers isA'3.3 Å, smaller than the distanc
between the adjacent sugars in backbonesB'6 Å. This is
because the sugar-phosphate backbones must wrap a
the base pair chains in order to preserve their length.
base sequence codes the genetic information, but from
mechanical point of view DNA is an aperiodic chain. Th
four bases composing DNA have different masses. T
poses a problem for all models. Fortunately, the masse
two base pairs composing DNA, namely, the adeni
thymine~A-T! and guanine-cytosine~C-T! are almost equal
Only in an approximation in which one neglects internal d
grees of freedom of the base pairs, and treats each base
as a rigid body, can DNA be regarded as a periodic struct

The interest in the nonlinear dynamics of DNA start
when Englanderet al. @1# suggested that the existence
solitons propagating along the DNA molecule may be imp
tant in a process called ‘‘RNA transcription.’’ In the last tw
decades several models were proposed in order to subs
ate this idea in quantitative terms~see Gaetaet al. @2# and
Yakushevich@3# for the review!.

II. THE MODEL

The approach to DNA dynamics presented in the curr
paper is based on the nonlinear model of DNA dynam
proposed in Ref.@4# and further developed in Ref.@5# and on
the Peyrard-Bishop model describing thermal denaturatio
DNA molecule.

Within the framework of the model@5# we proved the
existence of solutions corresponding to torsional travel
waves propagating along the DNA molecule. The pulsel
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solutions describe the propagation of an untwisted~or oppo-
sitely twisted! region along the molecule. This solution pe
tains to the mechanical aspects of transcription of the m
senger RNA—one of the most important processes of D
evolution. To initiate the transcription process the DNA mu
untwist and open locally to let one strand serve as a temp
for synthesis of new RNA strand. Then the untwisted op
region, 15–20 base pairs long, moves together with R
polymerase along the DNA, as long as transcription p
ceeds. It is known that the RNA polymerase ‘‘works’’ as
processive motor capable of generating forces of 25–30
This force is due to the free energy of hydrolysis of nuc
otides as they are incorporated into the growing RNA ch
~see Ref.@6# for experimental data and Ref.@7# for theory!. It
was shown@5# that even if the energy dissipation~damping!
is present~it seems obvious that the motion of DNA leads
some energy dissipation due to nonelasticity of the DN
molecule or to interaction with the solvent! such solutions
may still exist. The dissipated energy can be balanced
energy pumped by advancing polymerase. The physical
planation of this energy transfer is the following. In the v
cinity of the polymerase the hydrophobic forces betwe
base pairs are weaker than those in the rest of the D
molecule. This is due to the fact that the RNA polymerase
accompanied by flat oily amino acids, which can insert the
selves between the base pairs. Thus, close to polymerase
easier to separate base pairs and so to untwist the D
strands. The motion of the untwisted region is then induc
by the motion of the RNA polymerase.

Within the framework of our model we were unable
describe the opening of DNA since we assumed that b
pairs are rigid bodies. Nevertheless, one can expect tha
untwisting is the prerequisite of opening. First, it may
easier for the untwisted sugar-phosphate backbones to
separated. Second, in the untwisted region the separation
tween the adjacent base pair is larger and the gaps are
by oily aminoacids that accompany the RNA polymera
This implies significantly smaller coupling between ba
pairs. Peyrard and Bishop~PB! @8# found that the denatur
ation temperature strongly depends on the assumed cou
~stacking interaction! between neighboring base pairs. Th
smaller the coupling the lower the denaturation temperat
©2001 The American Physical Society19-1
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Thus, one can expect that the thermal fluctuations~which are
too small at physiological temperatures to denaturate
twisted DNA! lead to the formation of the denaturatio
bubble placed in the untwisted region. To show this we ap
molecular dynamics simulations to nonhomogenous DN
such that the stacking interaction is smaller at a given par
the chain, using the method proposed by Dauxois, Peyr
and Bishop~DPB! @9#.

III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION
IN PB MODEL

In the PB model each of the two DNA strands is rep
sented by a set of point masses that correspond to the b
The main characteristics of the model are as follows:

~i! Only the transversal displacements are considered.
displacement ofnth base is denoted bywn for one chain and
vn for the other.

~ii ! To keep the model as simple as possible the adja
bases of the same strand are assumed to be connected
harmonic potential. On the other hand, the bonds connec
the two bases belonging to different strands are extrem
stretched when the double helix opens locally so that th
nonlinearity must not be ignored. The Morse potential w
be used to represent the transverse interaction of the bas
a pair. It describes not only the hydrogen bonds but also
repulsive interactions of the phosphate groups, pa
screened by the surrounding solvent action as well. In c
venient variablesxn5(wn1vn)/A2 and yn5(wn2vn)/A2
the Hamiltonian of the system reads@9#

H5(
n

F1

2
mẋn

21
K

2
~xn2xn21!2G1F1

2
mẏn

21
K

2
~yn2yn21!2

1D~e2ayn21!2G . ~1!

The part of the Hamiltonian that depends on the varia
xn is decoupled from the stretching part. Following DPB w
ignore this term in the statistical mechanics of the mod
Therefore we confine ourselves only to the part ofH that
depends onyn ,

Hy5(
n

F1

2
mẏn

21
K

2
~yn2yn21!21D~e2ayn21!2G ~2!

and describes the dynamics of the stretching motions we
interested in.

The dynamics of the chain in contact with a thermal b
may be investigated by molecular dynamics simulation us
the Nose@10# method. Beginning with the HamiltonianHy
and the 2N-dimensional phase space of chain ofN base pairs
with periodic boundary conditions, the fixed temperature
nonical ensemble can be simulated by addition of a sin
variable s, which regulates the energy flow, its conjuga
momentumps , and an additional parameterM, which fixes
the scale of the temperature fluctuations. The augme
Hamiltonian@8# is then introduced in the form
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H85Hy81
ps

2

2M
1~N11!kBT ln s, ~3!

with

Hy85(
n

Fmẏn
2

2s2
1

K

2
~yn2yn21!21D~e2ayn21!2G , ~4!

whereT denotes the temperature of the system andkB is the
Boltzmann’s constant. In Hoover’s@11# reformulation of
Nose’s method the variables is removed, the equations o
motion fors andṡ are replaced by a single equation, and t
factor (N11) is replaced byN. Defining a thermodynamica
friction coefficientj5ps /M and redefining the time interva
dt→dt/s, the Hoover formulation of equations of motion

mÿn5K~yn111yn2122yn!12aD~e2ayn21!e2ayn

2jmẏn , ~5!

where

j̇5
1

M F(
n

mẏn
22NkBTG . ~6!

The appropriate units for the problem are electron vo
Angströms, and atomic mass units~amu!. The resulting time
unit is t.u.5(amu)1/2 Å eV21/251.0214310214 s. DPB
have performed simulations of Eqs.~5! and ~6! mostly for a
chain of 256 base pairs with periodic boundary conditio
for temperatures varying from 150 K to over 500 K. The
use~as most realistic! the following parameters: dissociatio
energyD50.04 eV, a spatial scale factor of the Morse p
tential a54.45 Å21, a coupling constantK50.06 eV/Å2,
and massm5300 amu. The constant of the Nose thermos
has been set toM51000.

Recall that energy of 1 eV corresponds to 11 600
Hence at physiological temperature of 310 K the avera
energy for one degree of freedom is 0.027 eV, i.e., it is of
order of the assumed dissociation energy, 0.04 eV. In
sence of stacking interaction the bases will in a relativ
short time escape~one by one! from the Morse potential
well. However, because of the fact that the adjacent bases
strongly coupled by stacking potential one may expect t
for DPB parameters choice at 310° the bases will remain
the potential well. In the zero temperature limit all base pa
will be in the lowest energy state for whichyn50. Obvi-
ously for finite temperatureŝuynu&.0 ~where ^ & denotes
average over time or ensemble! and moreover because th
asymmetry of the Morse potential well one may expect t
^yn&.0.

We will consider the DNA dynamics in the following
three cases.

~1! The fixed DNA parameters (D50.04 eV, a
54.45 Å21, K50.06 eV/Å2, and m5300 amu) and the
temperature varied from 150 K to 450 K. ForT5450 K we
found that after a relatively short time (105 t.u. or 1 ns! the
base separation for all base pairs grows over 5 Å that corre-
9-2
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sponds to the distant plateau of the assumed Morse pote
In next 250 ns we observe only small fluctuations in wh
all particles remain on Morse plateau. We consider this s
as DNA denaturation. For extensions larger than 5 Å the
force Fm resulting from the Morse potential is very sma
Fm,7.7310211 eV/Å, i.e., it is much smaller than within
the Morse potential hole where it is of orderDa
50.18 eV/Å. In view of the above for so large avera
extensions the simulations are no longer reliable. Moreo
from a physical point of view it is not very importan
whether the final base separation is 7 or 12 Å. ForT
5430 K the transition between ‘‘chaotic’’ motion within
the Morse potential well, and small fluctuations on the Mo
plateau, took place after 40 ns. It is possible that in this c
the transition was influenced by the fact that a relativ
short chain of 300 base pairs with periodic boundary con
tions has been considered. AtT5420 K we observe no tran
sition during the 250-ns long run. We expect that the de
turation temperature is somewhere between 430 and 45
for the DPB parameters choice. One should note that D
considered even larger extension up to 15 Å~see Fig. 1, Ref.
@9#!; nevertheless for extensions larger than 5 Å they ob-
tained very large scattering of results.

~2! The physiological temperature of 310 K and som
DNA parameter are fixed as follows:D50.04 eV, a
54.45 Å21, andm5300 amu but the coupling constantK
is varied from 0.02 to 0.06 eV/Å2. For K50.02 eV/Å2 we
found that the average base pairs separation grows over
which is regarded as the DNA denaturation.

~3! The physiological temperature of 310 K paramete
D50.04 eV, a54.45 Å21, and m5300 amu, fixed and
the coupling constant varying along the chain. Namely,
assume thatK5Ko50.06 eV/Å2 except the part of the
chain of length 25 base pairs. Between the middle 21 b
pairs from these 25K5Kmin , whereKmin takes values from
0.01 to 0.05 eV/Å2. Between the rest 4 base pairs we a
sumeK5K152Kmin/31Ko/3 for the inner two andK5K2
5Kmin/312Ko/3 for the outer two, to avoid the sharp tra
sition.

In these three cases we analyze the dynamics of chain
length of at least 250 base pairs~with periodic boundary
condition! to calculate the mean base pair stretching^y& and
the opening probabilities of a single base pair and of a s
ment of DNA chain. The mean stretching^y& is calculated
by averaging over evolution time and ensemble. Obviou
in the case of a uniform chain to calculate the average
suffices to average over time or ensemble since these
averages must be equal, in practice however, to have a f
convergence it is better to average over both time and
semble. In the first two cases the ensemble is all the ch
while in the third case we average over the 21-base p
long segment for whichK5Kmin .

From a biological point of view the opening probabilitie
are more important than the average value ofy. Let Pl(K)
denote the probability that the single base pair (l 51), or the
DNA segment of prescribed lengthl is ‘‘open.’’ We said that
~at time t) the nth base pair is open whenyn(t) exceeds a
threshold ofyo51 Å that corresponds to the base separat
05191
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of A2 Å. This ~rather arbritrary! threshold correspond
roughly to the ‘‘edge’’ of the plateau of the Morse potentia
Similarly, we consider a DNA segment as open at timt
when the average value ofy(t) in this segment exceedsyo
51 Å. The probabilityPl is defined as

Pl5
to

tT
for tT→`, ~7!

whereto is the sum of time periods for which the segment
open andtT is the total evolution time. In Ref.@9# another
definition is used, namely, DPB defined denaturation r
counting a fraction of base pair that have a mean stretch
exceeding a given threshold~see Fig. 7, Ref.@9#!. Unfortu-
nately, this simple definition produces numerical artefac
This is due to the fact that when the evolution of unifor
‘‘sufficiently long’’ chain is considered over ‘‘sufficiently
long’’ time the mean stretching of all base pairs should
almost equal. This follows from the principle that in equilib
rium of a homogenous system consisting of identical p
ticles, the average over time is equal to the average o
ensemble. Thus after sufficiently long time the fraction
base pairs having the mean stretching larger than a g
threshold should be 1 or 0, except for the situation in wh
the threshold is equal to the mean base pair stretching.
curves presented in Fig. 7, Ref.@9# results from the fact tha
the simulation time was relatively short and base pairs
different mean stretching. For the above reason we use
another definition, and calculate the opening probabiliti
both for uniform and nonuniform chains.

In the simulations performed, the probabilitiesPl have
been estimated by checking at a large number (NT55000) of
time points if the given segment is open. Then

Pl'
No

NT
, ~8!

whereNo is the number of time points for which the consi
ered segment is open. The ‘‘checking’’ points were plac
every 50 000 time steps.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown within the limits of the Peyrard-Bisho
model that a denaturation bubble is likely to arise in lo
stacking region. From the data collected in Table I one c
conclude that the drop of stacking interaction in a given s
ment of DNA leads to significant growth of the openin
probability of that region. When, for example, the stacki
interaction drops by 33% from its reference value the op
ing probability grows by a factor of four. The data collecte
in Tables I and II also indicated that the rest of the ch
plays a stabilizing role. In the 21-base pair long, low sta
ing region placed within the chain of higher stacking co
stant, the fluctuations are smaller than in the chain for wh
stacking is low everywhere. This effect is especially sign
cant for K<0.02 when the average base separation in u
form chains grows over 5 Å, which can be considered
DNA denaturation. In the case of the nonuniform chain t
9-3
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TOMASZ LIPNIACKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051919
opening bubble is restricted to the low stacking region a
even for Kmin50.01 eV/Å the average value ofy in the
region is 2.1 Å.

The proposed mechanism of local DNA opening, whi
accompanies RNA transcription, is the following: The RN
polymerase moves along the DNA chain due to chem
reactions and hence a torsional traveling wave may pro
gate, forced by advancing polymerase. In the untwisted
gion the coupling between neighboring base pairs beco
smaller than in the rest of the DNA chain. Thus, the therm
fluctuations~which are too small at physiological temper
tures to denaturate the twisted DNA! lead to the formation of
the denaturation bubble placed in the untwisted region.
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Without the last term in the right hand side, Eq.~5! de-
scribes the conservative dynamics of the chain. Paramej
in the last term regulates the energy flows between the N
thermostat and the system. Positivej implies positive fric-
tion and leads to the decrease of the mechanical energ
the system. Negativej results in the system gaining energ
from the thermostat. The parameterj is controlled by Eq.
~6!; it becomes smaller when the kinetic energy of the s
tem is smaller thanNkBT, and becomes larger in the opp
site case. This mechanism connects the average value oHy

TABLE I. The nonuniform chain simulations. In the first co
umn the value ofKmin in 21-base pairs long, low stacking region
given; ^y1&(Kmin) is the average value ofy in this region, while
P21(Kmin) is the opening probability of the region.K
50.06 eV/Å2 in the rest of the chain~see text for details!.

Kmin (eV/Å2) ^y1&(Kmin) (Å) P21(Kmin)

0.06 0.41 0.020
0.05 0.47 0.038
0.04 0.59 0.091
0.03 0.75 0.20
0.02 1.13 0.48
0.01 2.1 0.89

TABLE II. Results from uniform chains simulations.P1 is the
single-base pair opening probability, whileP21 ~and P61) are the
21-base~61-base! pairs long segment opening probability~see text
for details!.

K (eV/Å2) ^y& (Å) P1 P21 P61

0.06 0.41 0.12 0.020 0.002
0.05 0.49 0.17 0.049 0.015
0.04 0.64 0.24 0.12 0.71
0.03 0.91 0.35 0.31 0.30
0.02 Denaturates
05191
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with temperature. During the typical simulation of Eqs.~5!
and ~6! the energy flows in both directions, once from the
mostat to the system and once from the system to the t
mostat. The presence of the thermostat has such nice p
erty that even if the numerical scheme does not stric
conserve the mechanical energy, it may give reliable resu
The simulations of systems~5! and~6! have been performed
using the simplest first order scheme, with time stepts

50.1 t.u. Such a numerical scheme does not strictly c
serve the energy. In our case the total energyH8, Eq.~3!, has
been slightly growing during the run. However, with a tim
step so chosen, the average absolute value of energy
~between the system and the thermostat! when calculated per
time step, has been four orders of magnitude larger than
total energy surplus. One may then expect that in such a
the numerical errors are absorbed by the thermostat. T
conjecture has been confirmed by performing simulatio
with smaller ts . This causes the energy surplus to beco
smaller, but does not alter the dynamics of the system.
viously one cannot expect that using a simple numer
scheme will produce, after millions of time steps, the corr
values of system variablesyi , one may expect only that th
average values such as^y& andPl are correct.

The initial velocitiesẏn were set to zero, while the pos
tionsyn were chosen randomly. In a typical simulation of~at
least! 250-base pair long chain the systems~5! and ~6! have
been integrated during 2.53108 time steps or 250 ns. The
data were collected after 23106 time steps. Such a typica
run takes roughly 10 h on average PC~Celeron 533 MHz!
using a free Pascal compiler~see www.freepascal.org!. Note
that the integration time in our simulations is 50 times long
than reported by DPB. This longer time was needed beca
we were interested in averaging over relatively short s
ments of the DNA chain. For most sets of parameters
uniform chains we make one run, while for some sets t
runs ~more forT5310 K andK50.06 eV/Å2—with vari-
ous chain lengths and integration times! have been per-
formed to estimate the stochastic errors. For nonunifo
chains two runs have been performed for each set of par
eters. The magnitudes of expected stochastic errors of

TABLE III. Results from uniform chain simulations for fixed
DNA parameters (D50.04 eV, a54.45 Å21, K50.06 eV/Å2,
andm5300 amu) and temperatures varied from 150 K to 450
P1 is the single-base pair opening probability, whileP21 ~andP61)
are the 21-base~61-base! pairs long segment opening probabilit
~see text for details!.

T (K) ^y& (Å) P1 P21 P61

150 0.093 0.002 ,1024 ,1024

250 0.24 0.04 ,1023 ,1024

310 0.41 0.12 0.020 0.002
350 0.59 0.21 0.096 0.044
380 0.79 0.31 0.22 0.20
420 1.25 0.46 0.48 0.58
450 Denaturates
9-4
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obtained for uniform chains and collected in Tables II and
are of order 3% for̂ y& and up to 10% forP21 andP61—the
errors are relatively small when the probabilities are la
but significant in the cases whenP21 andP61 are small. For
C

05191
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nonuniform chains~Table I! the expected errors of^y& are of
order of 5% up to 10% forP21. Those values have bee
deduced by comparing the data collected in two runs or fr
comparing two halves of each run.
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